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ISSUES AND PROGRAMS LIST - COMPLETE EACH QUARTER 
 

PURPOSE:      On this form, summarize a list of several issues which confront the community in 

  which your station is licensed. With each, summarize the program you ran to  

                         address that issue. See 73.3526 (a) (9) or 73.3527 (a) (7). 
 

Station: KENW TV  Date: 7/3/2013   

 (RETAIN FOR SEVEN YEARS FROM ABOVE DATE) 

DURING THE PAST QUARTER, THE ISSUES SHOWN BELOW HAVE BEEN SIGNIFICANT TO OUR 

COMMUNITY. WE RAN THE PROGRAMS INDICATED TO ADDRESS THEM. 

QUARTER: Second  YEAR: 2013 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Eastern New Mexico University                               

Name of Licensee                                                 Date                                  
 

BB03/13F6/0592B    

 

ISSUE:  Affordable housing for the poor of eastern New Mexico 

We ran the following program to address it (Title): You Should Know 

Date: 5/7/13                                           Time of Day: 09:00 pm                                       Duration: 29:22  

TYPE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): Talk: Interview 
volunteer coordinator of Habitat for Humanity about homes being built in eastern New Mexico by the 
organization. 

ISSUE: Higher Education Needs in eastern New Mexico  

We ran the following program to address it (Title): You Should Know 

Date: 5/28/13                                          Time of Day: ) 9:00 pm                                      Duration: 12:20 

TYPE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): Talk: Interview ENMU 
President about how the number of educated persons affects the economic growth of this area          

ISSUE: Helping the general population of this area understand the availability of assistance they are 
eligible to receive from the USDA when attaining a housing loan.   

We ran the following program to address it (Title): 

Date:5/28/13                                           Time of Day:   9:00 pm                                   Duration: 23:25 

TYPE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): Talk: Interview state 
director of USDA Rural Development about that agency’s home loan programs for rural New Mexico. 

ISSUE: 

We ran the following program to address it (Title): 

Date:                                           Time of Day:                                       Duration: 

TYPE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): 



 Report from Santa Fe 
1st Quarter Public File Issues 

 

2nd Quarter Public File Issues 
04/06/13 Temple Grandin  29:00  Autism 

04/13/13 Max Evans  28:35  NM author and literature in NM 

04/20/13 Isabel Wilkerson  28:17  The great migration – blacks moving from the south 

04/27/13 Forrest Fenn  28:52  Art and treasure hunts in NM 

05/04/13 Wennona Hauter  28:56  Food safety 

05/11/13 David Mitchell  28:03  Famous author discusses literature 

05/18/13 Eve Ensler  28:12  Feminism and women’s rights 

05/25/13 Larry Larranaga / Lucky Varela NM Legislative Wrap-up 

06/01/13 Max Evans  27:19  NM author and literature in NM 

06/08/13 Isabel Wilkerson  28:17  The great migration – blacks moving from the south 

06/15/13 Fran Levine / Kate Nelson  27:42  NM History Museum 

06/22/13 Michael McGarrity  29:05  NM author, law enforcement, drought, horse slaughter 

06/29/13 Gail Sheehy  28:24  Caregiving and health – author of Passages 

 

01/05/13 Gus Speth  28:57  Environmental Issues 

01/12/13 Tom Udall  28:53  Update on U.S. Senate issues and filibuster 

01/19/13 Jeff Witte  28:30  Head of NM Department of Agriculture – NM Ag Issues 

01/26/13 Gentry / Wirth  28:34  Discussion of NM Legislative session 

02/02/13 Mary Kay Papen  29:01  Discussion of NM Legislative session 

02/09/13 Ken Martinez  28:57  Discussion of NM Legislative session 

02/16/13 Tom Taylor / Tim Keller  28:45  Discussion of NM Legislative session 

02/23/13 Stuart Ingle / John Arthur Smith  28:51  Discussion of NM Legislative session 

03/02/13 Candy Ezzell / Don Bratton  28:49  Discussion of NM Legislative session 

03/09/13 Anna Crook / George Dodge, Jr. 28:47  Discussion of NM Legislative session 

03/16/13 Lilly Ledbetter  28:53  National fair wage law. 

03/23/13 Steven Gamble  28:22  High education issues in NM 

03/30/13 Mary Johnson  27:49  Faith in training, spiritual journeys and Mother Teresa 



CREATIVE LIVING TOPICS  APRIL-JUNE, 2013   
 
           4-2-13 

 The owner of Creative Feet made napkins using the Satinedge presser foot she invented 
for a blind and deaf sewer in 1986, which guides the fabric itself, and even children or 
adults with physical and visual challenges can enjoy sewing. 

 talks about what to look for and how to get the most from the candles you buy.   

 discusses the Florida strawberry growing season, selection, and storage and prepares a 
Strawberry/Banana smoothie for a quick and healthy breakfast. 

  
        4-6-13 

talks about the “team of angels” project, and explains who receives these pins and how 
they benefit the recipients. 

 explains the health and nutrition benefits of drinking 100% orange juice and how to make 
better food choices, which is important for people of all ages. 

 shows the wonderful new card blanks available and simple card designs that are a 
pleasure to make that truly personalize a greeting. 

  
 
             4-9-13 

 shares some time saving techniques for quilting based on the concepts in Meryl Ann 
Butler’s book on making a quilt in 90 minutes.   

 demonstrates “Homestyle in a Hurry,” which means cooking like your mother or 
grandmother used to do, but with new shortcuts.   

 
             4-13-13 

 explains how to compost all vegetarian waste in order to save landfill space and how to 
take steps to control nutrient waste.   

 shows how to take a wooden wreath and various paints and a No Bake Polymer Clay to 
create a variety of fall home décor items. 

 talks about healthy school lunches and snacks and easy ways to make nutritious lunches 
and snacks at home. 

  
         4-16-13 

 shares some recipes to prove “a gravy mix can be a mealtime solution.”  

 shows how easy it is to do dimensional embroidery by machine. 

 demonstrates how to remove scratches and dents on furniture, how to remove varnish 
and other finishes and how to protect and seal unfinished wood. 

  
         4-20-13 

 shows how to make your own faux chenille and use it to add embellishments to pillows, 
vests, sweatshirts, and much more. 

 explains how to showcase a collection in your home and how it has to have some “age” 
on it to be interesting. 

    

  
 
 



             4-27-13 

 shows how to take a “Block of the Month” quilt and adapt it to create home décor 
accessories. 

 discusses how to help all children deal with bullying behaviors. 

 talks about the many nutritional benefits of consuming fresh and dried figs. 

  
         4-30-13 

 A sewing expert teaches Japanese tailoring techniques and shows examples of why this 
system works so well for home sewing. 

 makes various pieces of jewelry using colorful safety pins and beads.  

 shows the direct method of thread painting when the design has a low stitch density and 
can’t be cut out. 

  
 

             5-4-13 

 shows how free-form rotary cutting of fabric strips that are layered can “accidentally” create 
a beach scene on a quilt. 

 makes dimensional canvases using a gel medium and heavy bodied acrylic paint.  By 
adding a quote and/or a picture, it becomes a gorgeous piece of home décor. 

  
         5-7-13 

 shows how to “almost” cook from scratch, designed for one or two member families. 

 explains that sewing machines today are really just computers that sew and show how 
easy it is to add beautiful and fun embroidery to almost anything. 

 makes quick and fun desserts and also explains how to combine a pound cake and 
various salads for interesting entrees.  

  
 
             5-11-13 

 demonstrates ways to look ten pounds thinner. 

 makes a delicious seaside toffee and tells the story about how this annual tradition first 
originated for the holidays. 

 shows how to fit and design knit garments and will show sketches of various knit designs. 

  
         5-14-13 

 discusses toy-buying information in regards to high tech toys, as well as toys for special 
needs children. 

 shows various ways to decorate a tile to use in any room in the house.   

   
 
             5-18-13 

 demonstrates how to use a paintstick primer on the background fabric and then use the 
grid as a guide for your quilted creation. 

 talks about some of the actual chemicals used in skincare products, and explains how they 
may be contributing to serious health problems. 

  
         5-21-13 

 prepares foods using organic products to ensure you know what your family is consuming. 



 demonstrates how to do landscape art, which is similar to appliqué in that it uses smaller 
scraps of fabric and uses double stick fusible web to make placement easier. 

 makes a themed mini scrapbook for special events and celebrations. 

    
 
             5-25-13 

 explains that Freekeh is the perfect whole grain for vegetarians because it’s flavorful and 
still provides an abundance of nutrients, such as protein and fiber that can be difficult to find 
as a vegetarian. 

 shows how to work with a product called fantasy film, and make lots of “things with wings” 
that are quick and easy to do. 

  
         5-28-13 

 shows how ordinary crayons can create works of art, combined with snips of fabric. 

 makes an easy swirl buttercream cake. 

 features the reverse appliqué technique and shows seventeen different patterns, which can 
be used on various garments and home décor items. 

  
 
             6-1-13 

 demonstrates the technique called “chop and drop” for flower arranging.   

 talks about the abundant selection of pre-packaged salads now available in most 
supermarkets, as well as all the add-ons that can be used.   

 A motivational speaker explains how to know what you stand for and what is important to 
you in order to achieve this way of life. 

  
         6-4-13 

 demonstrates some super salad recipes featuring nutritious, delicious peanuts. 

 focuses on wall treatments, such as murals and appliqués that can be used alone or 
over existing wallpaper to add drama to a room. 

 shows how to take embroidery “beyond the hoop” that can be used on garments or 
home décor items. 

 
 
             6-8-13 

 demonstrates kitty sock crafting, which is a take-off from years ago when making sock 
monkeys was so popular. 

 shows how to use Shiva paintsticks and StarBuilder stamps for texture to create 
wallhangings or holiday decorations. 

  
         6-11-13 

 shares some tips for sewing with spandex and other knit fabrics. 

 demonstrates several recipes from Mrs. Cubbison’s Best Stuffing Cookbook that will be big 
hits anytime of the year. 

 shows how to make adult and kids’ fun cupcakes featuring decadent chocolate cupcakes 
and monster cupcakes. 

  
 
             6-15-13 



 explains how to use Tulip’s new fabric markers to decorate all sorts of craft items. 

 cites research that shows that families who eat together tend to communicate better and 
demonstrates some recipes that will make your table a magnet for family dinners. 

 talks about making a jacket from a sweatshirt. 

  
         6-18-13 

 makes high-end body treatments like those found in luxury spas and salons.   

 demonstrates how to use tapestry crochet graph paper to design tapestry crochet motifs. 

  
 
             6-22-13 

 shows how to add impressive cookie detail by wafer-papering, which refers to the 
application of wafer paper to cookie tops using corn syrup as the “glue.”   

 discusses the steps parents and teachers can take to protect children from bullying and 
self-blame, while building resilience. 

 shares some quick and easy tips to cut down on coughs and colds to keep the entire family 
healthy. 

  
         6-25-13 

 talks about the self-help book, The Gift of Changing Yourself.   

 shows how to incorporate Dupioni silk in different quilts and wall hangings. 
cites various examples of “real women” in the book Ordinary Women…Extraordinary 
Success. 

 
             6-29-13 

 demonstrates how to sew a custom-fit swimsuit using easy sewing methods that are handy 
for any stretch knit fabric. 

 shows how to make a framed butterfly wall decoration that includes a quote to make it 
personalized for the recipient. 
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